Hope College students are besieged in the space over 78-84 East Eighth Street, better known as Brownstone Apartments, and Hope's Art Anchor with Kemp for a picture. "It's not even every day that a national candidate is in town," Kemp. "Bob Dole's running mate for the 1996 presidential election, energized the crowd with his charismatic style and enthusiasm. He even talked a little trash, playing off his years his charismatic style and enthusiasm. He even talked a little trash, playing off his years. Kemp praised the...
Take Back the Night rescheduled
The Take Back the Night march scheduled for last Thursday was postponed due to rainy conditions, and has been rescheduled for Thursday, Oct. 10 at 9 p.m. in the Pine Grove.
The march should last an hour. Organizers of the Take Back the Night march were concerned that the candels used in the event would be extinguished, and that the rain would make the speakers impossible to hear.

Male Hope student assaulted
Public Safety is in the process of investigating the verbal and physical assault of a male Hope College student.
The incident allegedly occurred on campus on the night of Tuesday, Sept. 24, near 13th St. and College. The student did not require medical attention. The identity of the assailant is unknown, and he remains at large.

Homecoming Happenings
Put down the books, turn off the TV, grab a friend or two, and take a break for some serious R&R! There are all kinds of activities and events for your entertainment. Oct. 11 & 12.

Friday:
• 7 p.m. Hoedown at Teusink's farm.
An annual event, this shin dig will feature hayrides, donuts and cider, a hay maze, a bonfire, and other unique fall activities.
Line dancing will be from 8 to 9:30 p.m.
Two Hope buses will make the trek from DeWitt every half-hour starting at 7 p.m.

Saturday:
• 1 p.m. Homecoming parade
floats start along 13th Street between Columbia and College.
• 2 p.m. Homecoming football game
Hope vs. Adrian, at Holland Municipal Stadium.
Free admission for Hope students; just flash your ID. Homecoming king and queen and float winners announced at halftime.
• 8:30 p.m. Graffiti Tribe in the Kletz
Upward Bound grant to aid local frogs
CARRIETENNANT
campusbeateditor

In order to succeed, students should learn to attend class, work independently, and be ready to work to get it done, work together in class, think for themselves, learn study strategies, and take personal responsibility.

We thought that, by bringing them in here in the summer with a pretty rigorous academic program, we could get them started well.
They may sound like words of wisdom for academic success in college, but these truths come from the mouths of Liz Colburn, Director of Hope College Upward Bound, a program for high school students.

And, with the help of a new grant from the Ronald McDonald House Charities, she can start helping Holland area's high-schoolers before they ever sit through their first lecture.
The $8,999 award will fund a six-week summer high-school readiness program for students who will enter 9th grade in the fall of 1997.
A "lot of our freshman were having a hard time with that transition from middle school to high school," Colburn said.
She saw a need to expand Upward Bound's current summer program to include students entering their first year of high school, and wrote a grant proposal to the Ronald McDonald's House Charities in hopes of receiving funding for the program.
Several years ago, entering ninth graders were included in the program, but were later eliminated from it when the school district reduced the grade levels housed at the middle and high schools.
Next summer, the regular six-week Upward Bound session will run simultaneously with the grant-funded preparation.
Students will be in a class with their high-school classmates throughout the day, working in a unified, thematic curriculum.
"We want to make the curriculum relevant for students, but still prepare them," Colburn said.
Morning sessions will focus on academic preparation, specifically in the areas of science, math, and English.
Afternoons will be spent in tutorials and workshops related to issues like self-esteem, communication, time management, self-awareness, and personal responsibility, and in-depth homework assignments will prepare students for the rigors of high school.
Students will also be matched up with a mentor from among upperclassmen Upward Bound students for encouragement and support.
"We wanted to make students feel that this is a perfect title for the first annual leadership workshop held on campus this past Saturday, September 28, 1996.
In addition to 110 R.A.'s, Greeks, and other members of Hope student organizations, a wide array of early Saturday morning to attend a day of workshops designed to develop and strengthen leadership qualities.
"I hope to learn leadership qualities to benefit my residents and myself," said Jennifer Hurley ('99), Gilmore Hall R.A., about her expectations for the workshop.
The workshop was sponsored and organized by Director of Student Activities Annie Bakker-Gras.
"It is my hope that this workshop ignites your enthusiasm and excitement, and enables you to develop your own unique leadership abilities.
"This should be a nation where, in order to succeed, students should learn to attend class, work independently, and be ready to work to get it done, work together in class, think for themselves, learn study strategies, and take personal responsibility.
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And, with the help of a new grant from the Ronald McDonald House Charities, she can start helping Holland area's high-schoolers before they ever sit through their first lecture.
The $8,999 award will fund a six-week summer high-school readiness program for students who will enter 9th grade in the fall of 1997.
A "lot of our freshman were having a hard time with that transition from middle school to high school," Colburn said.
She saw a need to expand Upward Bound's current summer program to include students entering their first year of high school, and wrote a grant proposal to the Ronald McDonald's House Charities in hopes of receiving funding for the program.
Several years ago, entering ninth graders were included in the program, but were later eliminated from it when the school district reduced the grade levels housed at the middle and high schools.
Next summer, the regular six-week Upward Bound session will run simultaneously with the grant-funded preparation.
Students will be in a class with their high-school classmates throughout the day, working in a unified, thematic curriculum.
"We want to make the curriculum relevant for students, but still prepare them," Colburn said.
Morning sessions will focus on academic preparation, specifically in the areas of science, math, and English.
Afternoons will be spent in tutorials and workshops related to issues like self-esteem, communication, time management, self-awareness, and personal responsibility, and in-depth homework assignments will prepare students for the rigors of high school.
Students will also be matched up with a mentor from among upperclassmen Upward Bound students for encouragement and support.
"We wanted to make students feel that this is a perfect title for the first annual leadership workshop held on campus this past Saturday, September 28, 1996.
In addition to 110 R.A.'s, Greeks, and other members of Hope student organizations, a wide array of early Saturday morning to attend a day of workshops designed to develop and strengthen leadership qualities.
"I hope to learn leadership qualities to benefit my residents and myself," said Jennifer Hurley ('99), Gilmore Hall R.A., about her expectations for the workshop.
The workshop was sponsored and organized by Director of Student Activities Annie Bakker-Gras.
"It is my hope that this workshop ignites your enthusiasm and excitement, and enables you to develop your own unique leadership abilities.
Butting Heads

Opposing parties knock skulls over Dole tax cut

by Jeff Crouch

Many people I’ve talked to around campus wonder how the Dole-Kemp economic plan will work, and are especially curious about whether Dole has any good plans for college students.

Two good questions, and here are my answers.

First of all, the Dole-Kemp campaign has a detailed plan on how to balance the budget by 2002. cut everyone’s taxes by 15 percent, and provide a $500 per child tax credit.

It is important to keep in mind, dear potential voter, that President Clinton promised a middle class tax cut in 1992, and then proceeded to pass the largest tax increase in history ($265 billion). He then vetoed the 1995 balanced budget proposal. Had he followed through on either of these measures, we would be in much better financial shape than we are today.

Dole-Kemp tax cuts will total about $548 billion. They will return a good chunk of Clinton’s tax increase to the taxpayer, while other spending restraints will make up the difference.

What kind of spending restraints? I’m glad you asked. Here’s where the money will come from:

The balanced budget proposal passed by Congress will balance the nation’s books by 2002 and generate $122 billion in savings.

The Dole-Kemp plan estimates that the tax cuts, deficit reduction and other key reforms will increase government revenues about $147 billion because of increased economic growth and higher personal incomes.

An additional $88 billion will result from an adjustment in government revenues by the Congressional Budget Office.

Overall, we only need to save six cents per Washington dollar spent.

Spending restraints of about $110 billion will result from consolidating the Commerce and Energy Departments, eliminating wasteful spending and cutting administrative overhead.

Accusations from the Clinton campaign of massive cuts are absolutely untrue. Government spending will actually increase about 12% by 2002. Social Security and Medicare programs are off the table, and will continue to grow at generous rates.

$34 billion will result from auctioning off part of the radio spectrum to broadcasters.

The remaining $55 billion will come from aggressive use of the line item veto by President Dole, closing corporate loopholes and savings on interest due to the lower deficit.

Total savings with the Dole-Kemp plan: $548 billion.

College students are a high priority for Dole and Kemp. They have considerable amounts of money set aside especially for student loans.

Dole-Kemp will create “Education Investment Accounts” to help lower and middle income families save for college. Money in these accounts can be saved tax-free (up to $500 per child per year), provided the funds are left there for at least five years.

After this time, the money can be taken out to pay for books, tuition, and so on at any accredited college, university, or post-secondary institution.

Perhaps the most important proposal for college students is the Dole-Kemp plan to restore the interest deduction for student loans.

Low and middle income individuals paying off student loans will be able to deduct the interest paid on the loans for five years.

The Dole-Kemp plan for America is a step in the right direction for all taxpayers, especially students. Bob Dole and Jack Kemp will definitely put America back on the fast track to progress.

by Jim Riekse

Yes! But Candidate Dole has introduced a 15% across the board tax cut. That translates into a 15% happier life, right? Actually nothing could be farther from the truth. No matter which way you cut it, Dole’s tax break is about as attractive as ring worm. The only person that would benefit from this policy is Dole, if we are foolish enough to believe him. The first people to lose under the tax cut are the poor. They were never in the running anyway, because the working poor on the brink of the poverty line are the only people to whom Dole didn’t extend his tax cut. This saves us the effort of having to come up with a new title for them, like “the unpoor” or “the people formerly known as poor.”

Dole claims that blick of the $548 billion that the government will lose through the tax cuts will be reclaimed through new taxable activity created by the tax cuts. No argument here, but according to the Congressional Budget Office, only $147 billion will be salvaged in this manner. Dole will need to make $321 billion in policy changes to balance the budget as he has pledged.

Now, he has already stated that he won’t touch Social Security, defense, interest on the debt, Medicare or Medicaid, veteran’s benefits or military pensions. That’s $1.21 trillion that the government will lose through the tax cut. New Jersey simply cut it’s employee pension contribution by $3 billion. Imagine Dole trying to do this on a national scale. I doubt he could nonchalantly withhold six billion dollars worth of Social Security checks. Poor Grandma would be sick and pissed.

They say that you can’t teach an old dog new tricks, but Dole has proven this old adage wrong. Many people are skeptical about the tax cut because they don’t believe Dole will actually do what he says. Perhaps Dole doesn’t cut these programs at all. They’re right. In fact, Dole once joked that a bus full of supply siders plummeted off a cliff. What was the tragedy?

There were two empty seats. Both Bob, my sides are splitting, but you are now driving the bus.

Seen & Heard

How do you think Dole’s proposed 15 percent tax cut would affect the country?

“I think it will be helpful. It would place more money back in the hands of taxpayers, causing economic growth.”

—Clinton Randall (‘00)

“I think overall it would be harmful because it would mean a lot of social programs cut. Where we really need to help will probably be hit hard.”

—Joyce Rapier (‘97)

“In theory it’s a positive idea. However, I feel that it’s necessary to have different tax brackets in order to balance the budget.”

—Marty Muier (‘98)

“It’s easy to say that it’s good now because initially you won’t have to pay as much money but in the long run it could hurt.”

—Sarah Busing (‘00)

“I think it will be helpful because it will give people more money to buy the things they need and help stimulate the economy.”

—Mike Adamski (‘99)
Student leadership explodes

"It's a leadership explosion!" proclaimed Saturday's conference program. And it is ever. Student leadership and involvement this year is climbing by leaps and bounds. Over 100 motivated student leaders talked shop with guest speakers at the conference to dish about what they do and how they could do it better. But the leadership fuse was lit in more than just the Maas Conference Center. Students all over campus are taking the reigns to make their organizations better, stronger and more dynamic.

Just take a look at SAC. The folks down there are doing back flaps to make student activities on campus more responsive to student concerns. Pre-comedian entertainers will play in the Kletz before weekend events. When SAC detractors were raising questions of whether SAC entertainers were worth cheering or jeering, the organization met the concerns head on by inviting criticism. Student evaluations appeared on Kletz seats for student feedback after events.

Greek representatives turned out to the conference in droves to become better informed leaders in everything from rush to planning activities. Greek leaders across campus are uniting to resurrect the tradition of Greek Week later this month to give more back to the campus community.

As from across campus dropped in to get in-service credit and to learn the ins and outs of putting on programs that win. And in a bipartian effort, Hope Democrats and Republicans took the initiative to make voter registration a priority, trekking from student hall to domicile to get students signed up.

No doubt about it. Student leaders on this campus deserve a round of applause.

Now the challenge for student leaders is to make sure that the lit fuse doesn't get put out. Great leadership happens every day, in more than just the organizations' halls. When SAC students,...

[Continued on page 5]

Balanced books the issue that makes Dole choice

Dear Editor,

This election year, I am very concerned about the national debt and the rate at which it continues to grow. I recently read that the deficit now exceeds $5 trillion and is increasing to a level where it is soon to decrease the amount of federal spending, the deficit will threaten much needed assistance programs like Social Security and Medicare. In addition, the article stated that every baby born in America starts off nearly $20,000 in debt! Balancing the budget is no longer an option—-it is a necessity.

In President Clinton’s commercial, he says he will cut the deficit nearly in half. But when I really looked into the issue, I was shocked to learn that under President Clinton federal spending increased by $136 billion, domestic spending increased by $155 billion and the national debt is expected to reach $5.5 trillion by 1997. President Clinton has made the first balanced budget bill in a generation last year. We cannot continue to let this growng bond debt crush the hopes and dreams of future generations. That’s why I’m voting for Bob Dole on November 5th and encourage everyone in the town and colleagues to do the same.

Bob Dole led the Senate in the fight for fiscal responsibility and a balanced budget. In 1971, Bob Dole sponsored his First Balanced Budget Amendment to protect our dreams of future generations. That’s why I am confident that President Dole will continue to protect our dreams of future generations. That’s why I am voting for Bob Dole for President.

Craig Kopan ('97)

Dole's green record worth cheering, student says

Dear Editor,

Let’s hear it for Bob Dole! Finally, there’s a candidate who has shown he knows how to put America first. Dole has lead the way in preserving environmentally unfriendly corpora- tions and do what is best for our envi- ronment.

Bob Dole has always understood the key role that the federal government plays in protecting the environment. Dole has been a strong advocate for protection legislation in the past 25 years. Just look at Bob Dole’s voting record. He co-sponsored the Safe Drinking Water Act which ensures healthy drinking water for everyone who drinks water. Dole also pushes the Clean Air Act which was called one of the most sweeping environmental laws ever enacted. Bob Dole has also been...
Dear Editor,

As a part-time faculty member who is a regular attendee of the Pull, I would like to address my concern about what I call "tithe etiquette." The problem seems to me to be one that runs multiple singles out of the printers (for non-academic purposes), thereby tying up, and delaying, access to others waiting in the queue.

A specific incident raised my ire: Namely, a recent Sunday evening in mid-November of 1996, I happened to be waiting in line to use the printers. It was obviously non-academic use, that perhaps it would be more counter-productive if I were to use the equipment. I'd like to point out, however, that the lab was not crowded that day. I happened to be located not too far from a mail station, which unfortunately depleted the paper supply. While waiting I spoke with another Pull participant who was waiting for some copy of a magazine article that he intended to photocopy. He was not concerned about the waste of paper, or the copy, however. But he said that for this week of finals, he had no time to waste on the printer, and that the Pull participants are supposed to respect lab etiquette, hoping folks are courteous enough to abide by it.

I think it's time for folks to look out for the best interests of student-athletes, student editors, and student-athletes.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

P.A. Chatury
Professor of Ceramics

Pull alumni explain tradition about 'love, teamwork, giving one hundred percent'

Dear Editor,

Sports Editor Glyn Williams recently wrote an article highlighting the unusually large number of Division I football players suspended on suspension that week due to the NCAA. I would like to comment on his assertion that the Pull is the sole cause of long-lasting problems. We, the coaching staffs of the 1999 football team, would like to say that we do not believe this to be accurate. We realize that there are many factors that combine to contribute to the difficult situations that arise in a Pull. We welcome all suggestions to ensure that we continue to offer a Pull that is unique to the Hope College experience.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Bill Keas (99)

Odd and Even Pull coaches outline the importance of Pull

Dear Editor,

We, the coaching staffs of the 1999 and 2000 college football team, would like to take a moment to respond to the concerns that Professor D. H. Williams raised in last week's Anchor. We have made enormous investments into several Pulls, and have personally contributed to the Pull as a part of our investment. We tried to pin down the Pull community, and this is the foundation for our Pull programs.

Before we address the legitimate concerns raised by Professor Williams, we would like to point out that we have been asked to comment on his assertions. He implies that Pull teams choose to practice through a home football game, they must not be concerned with the Pull community. Would this assertion hold for a Chem-102 lab that might have had a better time during some Pull? We believe that Pull is the sole cause of long-lasting problems. We welcome all suggestions to ensure that we continue to offer a Pull that is unique to the Hope College experience.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

The Coaching Staffs of 1999 and 2000

Pull alumni explain tradition about 'love, teamwork, giving one hundred percent'

Dear Editor,

We believe that the Pull is unique to the Hope College experience. Nowhere else in the world is there an event like the Pull. It is indeed a serious event, and one that develops a tradition that persists in practice. The Pull is much more than just "practicing" a dirty old rope against a tree in a muddy field. It is more than "trying to pull another into a polluted steam." The Pull is about teamwork, about giving a hundred percent, and about satisfying with satisfaction. It is about loving, about sacrificing one's self for the Pull, and about the Pull's lasting legacy. We believe that Pull is the unique tradition that persists in practice.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Jefferson Petrik (98)

Pull Alumni, morale

Dear Editor,

I write in response to Professor Williams' letter in last week's Anchor. As I read through his article, it became painfully obvious that he had not carefully considered the Pull traditions that have been seriously and somewhat accurately addressed by the Pull stands for and for the impact that our participation in it has on our lives. I am sure that Professor Williams is obviously concerned with the Pull traditions that concern us. I believe that Pull is unique to the Hope College experience. Nowhere else in the world is there an event like the Pull. It is indeed a serious event, and one that develops a tradition that persists in practice. The Pull is much more than just "practicing" a dirty old rope against a tree in a muddy field. It is more than "trying to pull another into a polluted steam." The Pull is about teamwork, about giving a hundred percent, and about satisfying with satisfaction. It is about loving, about sacrificing one's self for the Pull, and about the Pull's lasting legacy. We believe that Pull is the unique tradition that persists in practice.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Jefferson Petrik (98)

Pull Alumni, morale
In a Nigerian city slightly larger than Grand Rapids a baby boy was born and named Lamidi. The family later moved to the United States and, now 23 years old, he is a renowned Nigerian artist whose work is valued at up to $20,000.

AM ARTIST'S HANDS: Fakeye, a guest artist at the DePree Art Gallery this fall, demonstrates his work valued at up to $20,000.

In addition to his demanding career, Fakeye also has a wife and ten children. He successfully juggles a very busy career and a large family.

Fakeye is presently carving a seven-panel series depicting the story of Jesus' life for a church in West Lafayette. Along the way, he finds that God allows him to recognize other religions in his work.

"Do everything God asks and do not break the laws. It is okay for me to carve for other religions," Fakeye said.

Ilicr m. and two women who sponsored the walk each helped the "buddy" every two hours to stay put. "Just like taking a walk," said Beth Baumbach family by sending a man and two women who grew especially close to the family walked alongside Carol and her daughter on Saturday.

The event pre-walk program was a study in contrast and tension musically and visually. All in all, the band—which is comprised of lead singer Rob Myers (98), guitarist Jacob "Twitcho" Roehr (97), drummer Eric "E" Hultgren (96), and bassist/cellist Matt Allen (95), rolled through a concise acoustic set which entranced listeners so thoroughly that they were unable to dance.

"Standing in the crowd to an hour's worth of tasty music," said Beth Heneveld ('98), a SIB who participated in the walk.

"It's a very strong bond that persist in his homeland; he travels and carves for various buyers throughout the world," Fakeye said. "Fakeye welcomes visitors while he is working. "Carving should not be done in here alone all day," he said referring to the art studio. Fakeye wants to demonstrate for students and lecture on the art of carving. "Fakeye's work captures the art and attitudes of the Nigerian people. The exceptional beauty of Fakeye's work gives a feeling of awe and amusement through a detailed portrayal of life in his native land."

"Sometimes he forges where he is when he is carving. He imagines that he is back at home," Fakeye's coordinator revealed. The carvings attempt to tell the story of his people. Presently, some of his artwork is being collected for buyers in the area for a show.

"To have an exhibit here is very important to me. It made me feel happy," Fakeye said. The show will begin Oct. 11 and run through Nov. 22. In DePree Art Gallery. Carvingings ranging in value from $1,000 to $20,000 will be exhibited at the show.

In addition to the exhibit, a book has been written about Fakeye's life and work. The book will be sold next month at DePree for $15.

The two organizations that are planning a brief meeting out," so the two organizations already have a substantial amount of community involvement. Volunteers can call HARC 396-5890.

The APCN adds a spiritual side to the Ketz.

"IADC is becoming more and more prevalent in our society today, and I think we need to support any kind of research," said Beth Heneveld ('98), a SIB who participated in the walk.

The APCN adds a spiritual side to their support. Their mission is to 'reflect God's gentleness, tenderness, kindness, and compassion,' according to director Eric Steele.

Steele, along with three other speakers, gave a short speech before the start of the walk. Each shared a personal experience or briefly described the purpose of their organization. Steele mentioned several of APCN's services, including pairing volunteers with clients.

Fronse Smith, march volunteer, related his experience with Gerene Jones, a friend who died of AIDS. Gerene dedicated his time to putting together an African American music book for the Reformed Church of America. Shortly before his death, he sent a Christmas card to the Smiths thanking them for "neither judging him or overly loving or sympathizing for him, just treating him as a human being."

Although enthusiastic about the money raised, F.J. Coldren, a volunteer at HARC and APCN pointed out remaining areas of need, including one for more community involvement. Volunteers like herself are susceptible to "burn out" and losing the organization al-

K. REYNOLDS staff writer

Unplugged student band kicks it in the Ketz

MATT STERENBERG staff writer

"No matter what his songstuff is, he is when he is carving. He imagines that he is back at home," Fakeye's coordinator revealed. The carvings attempt to tell the story of his people. Presently, some of his artwork is being collected for buyers in the area for a show.

"To have an exhibit here is very important to me. It made me feel happy," Fakeye said. The show will begin Oct. 11 and run through Nov. 22. In DePree Art Gallery. Carvingings ranging in value from $1,000 to $20,000 will be exhibited at the show.

In addition to the exhibit, a book has been written about Fakeye's life and work. The book will be sold next month at DePree for $15.

The two organizations that are planning a brief meeting out," so the two organizations already have a substantial amount of community involvement. Volunteers can call HARC 396-5890.

The APCN adds a spiritual side to the Ketz.

"IADC is becoming more and more prevalent in our society today, and I think we need to support any kind of research," said Beth Heneveld ('98), a SIB who participated in the walk.

The APCN adds a spiritual side to their support. Their mission is to 'reflect God's gentleness, tenderness, kindness, and compassion,' according to director Eric Steele.

Steele, along with three other speakers, gave a short speech before the start of the walk. Each shared a personal experience or briefly described the purpose of their organization. Steele mentioned several of APCN's services, including pairing volunteers with clients.

Fronse Smith, march volunteer, related his experience with Gerene Jones, a friend who died of AIDS. Gerene dedicated his time to putting together an African American music book for the Reformed Church of America. Shortly before his death, he sent a Christmas card to the Smiths thanking them for "neither judging him or overly loving or sympathizing for him, just treating him as a human being."

Although enthusiastic about the money raised, F.J. Coldren, a volunteer at HARC and APCN pointed out remaining areas of need, including one for more community involvement. Volunteers like herself are susceptible to "burn out" and losing the organization al---

Fakaye said. Fakeye welcomes visitors while he is working. "Carving should not be done in here alone all day," he said referring to the art studio. Fakeye wants to demonstrate for students and lecture on the art of carving. "Fakeye's work captures the art and attitudes of the Nigerian people. The exceptional beauty of Fakeye's work gives a feeling of awe and amusement through a detailed portrayal of life in his native land."

"Sometimes he forges where he is when he is carving. He imagines that he is back at home," Fakeye's coordinator revealed. The carvings attempt to tell the story of his people. Presently, some of his artwork is being collected for buyers in the area for a show.

"To have an exhibit here is very important to me. It made me feel happy," Fakeye said. The show will begin Oct. 11 and run through Nov. 22. In DePree Art Gallery. Carvingings ranging in value from $1,000 to $20,000 will be exhibited at the show.

In addition to the exhibit, a book has been written about Fakeye's life and work. The book will be sold next month at DePree for $15.
strictly classified.

2000 Nykerk Song: We hope to see you and your group participate in every time they do them. Don't just use public relations to keep your organization out of trouble.

Landes really got his “Rush School is in Session” audience thinking when he asked students to set aside all that they currently think about rush and listen to what he had to say. In the following hour, Greeks were presented with a series of novel ideas for changes and improvements to the rush process. Landes emphasized the fact that the first step in rush should be making improvements to the rush process. Students Congress Member Kate Whitfield ('98) was especially impressed with “Conflict: The Best Thing That Will Ever Happen to You!” given by Derek Emerson.

“We addressed real problems our organization was having—which was very helpful,” she said.

All leaders experience frustration, but Saturday’s workshop provided students with creative ways to overcome problems and work to achieve success in all aspects of Hope life.

MUSIC LIBRARY

Friday, October 4 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sat., Sun., Mon., Tues.
Wednesday, October 9 8:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Did you have a busy week? Take a break to worship with us Sunday morning at 11:00 a.m.
Hope Church
77 West 11th Street
392-7947
Flying Dutch win fourth in a row to lead MIAA

GLYN WILLIAMS sports editor

Flying Dutch head coach Dean Esteves (‘99) took over with the offense going in the first half. At halftime the score was 3-0 in Hope's favor and the Dutchmen looked to produce rain. The rain fell sporadically throughout the second half.

After Esteves failed to get the offense going in the first half, Dean Esteves (‘99) took over with the offense going in the first half. At halftime the score was 3-0 in Hope's favor and the Dutchmen looked to produce rain. The rain fell sporadically throughout the second half.

Brandon Graham (‘98) pushed the ball down the field on a fourth and inches play. He finished the game with 152 yards on 34 rushes. At that point the Dutchmen led 10-7 and there was 9:29

Wabash countered immediately with a 10-play, 64-yard touchdown drive that quickly crushed the Dutchmen's spirits. However, the Little Giants missed their extra point and the score stood at 10-7. Hope's defense made a pair of interceptions. Travis Buth (‘97) had 12 tackles and a huge sack for a 13-yard loss. "Both had a great game and we are very pleased with his performance," Kreps said. "Oiva also had an exceptional game and our defense as a whole had a great first half."

The Dutchmen are currently 1-3 and begin MIAA play on Oct. 12, when they face Adrian in the Homecoming game.

"We are building and things are starting to click together," Kreps said. "It's just not coming together fast enough to please us and fast enough to please the players."